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Abstract
In today’s dynamic business environment, firms are required to utilize efficiently and effectively all the useful resources to gain competitive advantage. Supplier development has evolved as an important strategic instrument to improve buyer-supplier relationships. For that reason, this study focuses on providing the strategic significance of supplier development approaches to improve business relationships. By using qualitative research method, an integrated framework of supplier development and buyer-supplier relationship development has been tested and validated in a Finnish case company to provide empirical evidence. It particularly investigates how supplier development approaches can develop buyer-supplier relationships. The study presents a set of propositions that identify significant supplier development approaches critical for the development of buyer-supplier relationships and develop a theoretical framework that specifies how these different supplier development approaches support in order to strengthen the relationships. The results are produced from an in-depth case study by implementing the proposed research framework. The findings reveal that supplier development strategies i.e., supplier incentives and direct involvements strongly affect in developing buyer-supplier relationships. Further research may focus on considering in-depth investigation of trust and communication factors along with propositions developed in the study to find out general applicability in dynamic business environment. Proposed integrated framework along with propositions is a unique combination of useful solutions for tactical and strategic management’s decision making and also valid for academic researchers to develop supplier development theories.
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Introduction

In recent years, supplier development activities are defined as the most important effort that firms undertake not only to gain competitive advantage but to develop suppliers for long term partnership and relationship enhancement. Several strategic sustainable activities are involved in developing the core capabilities of suppliers’ that are utilized across industries [1]. Reference [2] argues that different supplier development efforts exist but they fluctuate based on the firm’s commitment and dedication towards supplier development. Similarly, the increased interest in supplier development and buyer-supplier re-
Supplier development efforts increase the competencies of both buyers and suppliers that results in successful operational performance. The success aspects include but not limited to: effective two-way communication, an attitude of partnership, shared promises and management support [5] and [6]. Those factors lead toward successful supplier development, continuous performance improvement and strategically developing buyer-supplier relationships [7]. Similarly, the process model of reference [8] proposes five successful factors (e.g. supplier’s team leadership, top management commitment, capable joint-development team, data driven changes, and success of a model line) that influence in enhancing the supplier development efforts. In the similar way, top management commitment has become a critical success factor in value-based supply chain innovation which provides a wide range of opportunities to become competitive. Reference [5] and [9] have come up with the conclusion that supplier development programs including supplier evaluation, training and awards help to communicate with supplier effectively. These efforts develop a narrative of successful partnership with suppliers and to remain competitive.

Suppliers signify critical resources which provide essential materials and services to a firm for production. The quality and cost of a product is always on the stake and firms are more careful to evaluate the capabilities and competencies of suppliers because it also provides opportunity to suppliers to develop their capabilities. Therefore, organizations are more eager now than ever to implement supplier development programs not only in maintaining competitive advantage but also to develop strong buyer-supplier relationships [4] and [10]. In the same vein, reference [4] provide some successful corporate examples where supplier development has been implemented successfully to achieve continuous improvement; reduced supply based cost, improved quality and delivery, lead time, and improved productivity.

Further, reference [11] state that developing suppliers need efforts for long term cooperation which leads towards the improvement in suppliers’ technical, quality, delivery, and cost capabilities. Firms are eager to take supplier development initiatives and transfer knowledge into their supply base to improve supplier performance [12]. On the other hand, [4] discover a research gap by highlighting the ineffectiveness of those efforts and initiatives in supplier performance. They have highlighted the critical role of communication in buyer-supplier relationship which is untested in context of supplier development.

Despite the much appreciation of importance of efficiently developing suppliers and buyer-supplier relationship, gaps remain in understanding the significant supplier development factors that strategically develop buyer-supplier relationship. Theoretical and empirical evidence of supplier development strategies and buyer-supplier relationship is highly fragmented; focused separately with little understanding, and hence limited cumulative learning. This research addresses this research gap by implementing and validating a developed integrated research framework through a case study. Reference [3] proposes an integrated research framework based on detailed theoretical literature review, and this study is a step forward to implement and validate the research framework in a case study. This study compliments their research and provides the empirical evidence of step by step supplier development strategies, approaches and their strategic impact on business relationships.

This study is quite important in its nature because it fills the research gap by providing empirical evidence of integrated framework of supplier development strategies that become important reasons to develop long-term relationships. Such an integrated research approach helps to uncover rich explanations about the management of suppliers and buyer-supplier relationships. As a consequence, this study investigates the following research question: How supplier development framework leads towards strategic value-added buyer-supplier relationships?

This research identifies and addresses above mentioned question by empirically investigating a link between step by step supplier development program and buyer-supplier relationship performance outcomes. The remainder of this study is organized as follows. In the next section, literature review is presented in order to develop an understanding of the link between supplier development and buyer-supplier relationship. This is followed by a description of empirical section which presents research methodology used in this study. Next section provides results with discussion of supplier development strategies and their impact on business relationships. After presenting the discussion and implications of the results, the paper concludes with some manage-
rational implications, limitations and suggestions for further research.

**Literature review**

Supplier development and buyer-supplier relationship are significant fields of research in global supply chain management where diversity of skills and knowledge provide effective competitiveness and improved performance to both parties [6]. Firms are more eager in supplier development programs not only to continue long term relationship with their suppliers but also to develop strategically global competitive advantage [13]. Further, [8] proposed a model consisting five supplier development factors. Those factors include: supplier’s top executives commitment, capable joint-development team, supplier’s leadership, accomplishment of a model line, and data driven changes. Reference [14] highlighted the buyer’s inclination to involve in supplier development programs where communication, buyer-supplier relationship endurance, and obligations of suppliers are taken under consideration.

The concept of supplier development was originated by [15] to describe the willpower of manufactures in enhancing the numbers of suppliers for the purpose of improved performance. This idea was then left with an open discussion platform for the researchers in supply chain management where the discussion started with the complex product businesses and their suppliers [16] and [17]. On the other hand, [14] provided a different aspect of supplier development called “the antecedents” which explains the actions to be taken before supplier development programs. He highlighted those antecedents as the important inputs for supplier development including strategic supplier management, purchasing functions as a source of competitive advantage, investments in supplier’s competencies, commitments, supplier as partners, communication, and information sharing.

Several researchers have highlighted the importance of supplier’s competencies and capabilities in manufacturing firm’s competitive advantage. Similarly, researchers pointed the important aspects of supplier development programs in supply chain management literature (i.e., performance measurement, supplier evaluation, setting goals for suppliers, training etc.) that play a pivotal role in maintaining improved performance of manufacturing firms [18, 5, 11] and [19].

**Supplier development approaches**

Recent trends in manufacturing firms show refocusing strategies on the core capabilities while increased outsourced activities and effectively using all resources to gain competitive advantage [20] and [4]. Supplier performance has become very important for manufacturing firms’ long term relationships, quality and cost of the products and services, efficient supplier network and successful outcomes. For that reason, buyers are eager to implement increasingly supplier development strategies and approaches in their operations to sustain proficient and high performance supply base. Those approaches include assessment of suppliers, performance incentives, initiating suppliers’ competition, and buying firm’s own direct interest in development of suppliers through training of supplier’s personnel [20] and [4].

In a very rich literature of supply chain management, researchers have examined supplier’s perspective in discussion of business relationships for supplier development approaches. For the reason, many researchers highlighted the importance of suppliers for buying firms operational performance and suggested to consider suppliers their virtual extension. Further, they have found combined inter-organizational communication as the most important prerequisite in converting an organization’s efforts in supplier development [14, 21–23] and [4]. On the other hand, supplier commitment, trust, and alignment of organizational culture have been noticed by many researchers as antecedents to supplier development [24] and [8]. While, others highlighted suppliers as partners through motivations of their acknowledgement, buying firms’ direct involvements, efficient communication between them, and multiple contracts to keep the competition up between suppliers. These factors transform buying firm’s efforts not only into supplier development but to improve operational performance and competencies [2, 5] and [9].

Reference [25] proposed a benchmarking model of supplier development where they identified the most significant critical success factors (CSFs) and classified into four groups; 1) supplier related factors, 2) secondary factors related to supplier, 3) manufacturer related factors, and 4) manufacturer and supplier related factors in order to adopt successful supplier development. Moreover, researchers have focused on the firm’s operations strategy inclined towards supplier development and improved supplier performance. They highlighted some supplier development approaches and drivers that are most important supporting factors in transforming buyers’ efforts into supplier development and performance improvement [26, 27] and [8].

Supplier development strategies include the most significant supporting approaches that help buyers to enhance the overall operational performance. These
approaches include; supplier assessment, competitive pressure, supplier incentives, and direct involvement. This process of supplier development was discussed and tested by [20] and [4] in their articles but later on, [3] developed a conceptual framework for supplier development and improved buyer supplier relationships.

Reference [3] highlighted an evolutionary supplier development route which leads towards improved relationship performance. Supplier development framework was developed based on a detailed literature review on supplier development and buyer-supplier relationship which provides the successful strategies not only to develop suppliers but to improve long term relationships with suppliers [3]. It identified four main steps lead toward supplier development; 1) supplier assessment, 2) competitive pressure, 3) supplier incentives, and 4) direct involvement. Each of the steps includes several activities that ensure supplier development to enhance firm’s competitive advantage.

Supplier assessment

In supplier development strategic framework, supplier assessment is the first part to be started with supplier development process. Reference [28] stated that supplier selection, supplier assessment, and their involvement are the most important actions a buying firm should concentrate on. Therefore, many researchers provided a notion of supplier’s assessment in strategic decision making process [29–31] and [32] to attain operational supply chain [33]. Similarly, when firms are focused to utilize their resources in a best possible way, they try to improve inter-organizational performances. This way, suppliers can be involved into the new product development processes which lead towards supplier assessment to improved business relationship performance [34] and [35].

Further, [36] presented a detailed literature review of performance criteria in supplier selection and evaluation in order to sustain competitive advantage. He identified the most significant supplier evaluation and selection criteria models from an in-depth literature review. Three main supplier evaluation methods (i.e. categorical method, weighted point, and cost ratio) which are helpful for companies to implement supplier evaluation. Based on intense literature review, he argued that weighted point model is more appropriate supplier evaluation model because of its precise and clear outcomes to the decision makers.

Certification and evaluation guarantee firm’s performance by motivating suppliers to produce at their best and to enhance their capabilities [20, 37] and [38]. Further, it supports to evaluate supplier’s current and expected performance and helps in better communication between the parties to improve their business performance. Reference [20] highlighted the importance of certification and evaluation in supplier development process and stated that it provides not only a competitive edge to buyers to assess their suppliers’ performance but a strategic way to set a vision for suppliers. Similarly, supplier assessment is a critical success source of evaluating the competency, quality, technical know-how, cost, and delivery capability of suppliers [39] and [26]. Feedback in supplier assessment is a useful tool which contains the important information about the suppliers’ performance. It helps suppliers to improve their operations intact with buyer firm’s requirements [20].

Competitive pressure

Buyers implement another supplier development approach competitive pressure which ensures the quality and improved performance of suppliers [41]. In this vein, firms utilize different market forces to build a competitive pressure for suppliers to deliver their best. This supplier development strategy provides three folded advantages to the firms, 1) to analyze supplier’s capability and performance, 2) provide motivation to other suppliers to improve quality in their operations, and 3) build long term business relationships [20]. Further, competitive pressure is a key source of getting improved suppliers’ performance in terms of quality, cost, and delivery [40] and [41].

Therefore, supplier development strategies include multiple suppliers’ assessment and threats of switching to other suppliers which help buying firms to get higher standard products and services from their suppliers. This approach develops a healthy and competitive environment for suppliers and motivates them by providing high quality supplies with a low cost. Competitive bids from several suppliers, short term contracts, and use of developed bidding details help buying firms to attain a comparatively low price [20, 42] and [26]. However, buyer will resist threatening suppliers in case of some certain switching costs [43].

Supplier incentives

Supplier incentives are another useful supplier development approach. Buyers motivate their suppliers by offering supplier incentives in different forms. This strategy keeps suppliers motivated and intact with buyers’ requirements and help suppliers to improve their supply base and operational capabilities [27] and [22]. Similarly, this approach becomes key
motivators and critical success factor to suppliers to
develop their production competency with improved
performance and also to build strong relationship be-
tween both parties [25]. On the other hand, suppliers
will resist or will be unwilling to keep high quality
products and services and long term relationships if
incentives are not offered to them. Therefore, this
strategy plays a pivotal role by transforming buyers’
incentives into suppliers’ high quality products and
services and improved operational performance [44].

Suppliers’ performance is influenced indirectly by
supplier assessment and supplier incentives efforts by
buying firms. This results in improved business per-
f ormance in form of increased business volume and
future business for suppliers. These efforts foster the
thrust of suppliers to perform well through providing
best supply to buyers not only for their benefits but
also to build long term relationships. Literature
has focused more on operations and provides the re-
nuired supplies to buyers which positively influence
knowledge transfer activities [22, 4] and [27].

Direct involvement

Direct involvement is a preemptive strategy
which helps buying firms in developing suppliers and
relationships [27] and [20]. Different direct involve-
ment methods are important success factors for com-
panies to implement successfully supplier develop-
ment programs [25]. These methods include by in-
v esting capital and equipment in supplier operations
[40] and [27], partially acquiring the suppliers as [45]
exemplified about the acquisition ratio of Toyota and
Nissan. Similarly, investments in human and organi-
zational resources motivate organizations to be in-
 volved and develop supplier performance [4]. This
novel idea is not only used in supplier development
but it also offers a holistic depiction of long term
buyer-supplier relationships. Reference [46] and [47]
concluded with the importance of transaction specif-
ic investments as a useful factor in transaction cost
and uncertainty reduction between buyers and sup-
pliers. Reference [19] also highlighted the importance
of suppliers’ involvement in business relationships
which result in empowering buyer-supplier relation-
ships. Several researchers in literature have under-
lined the most significant direct involvement’ factors
that help in enhancing the supplier development per-
formance. For example; site visits, training and ed-
ucation, technical support, and capital and human
resources investments are the most substantial ones
that transform suppliers in producing good quality
products along with enhanced process capability [5,
48] and [49].

Further, [4] also have discussed the importance
of these factors in supplier development process. They
also have highlighted the important role of top
management into supplier development programs to
provide a strategic view of supplier’s performance
the concept future business incentives to operational
knowledge transfer prior to establish direct involve-
ment which allows firms to continue longer term rela-
tionships with their suppliers to transfer tacit knowl-
edge and excel competitively.

Supplier development to buyer-supplier
relationship development

Firms are eager to implement supplier develop-
ment programs not only to benefit operational per-
f ormance through improved product manufacturing
competencies but also to develop buyer-supplier re-
lationships. Strategic supplier development activities
are utmost important drivers of developing long term
buyer-supplier relationships. A conceptual frame-
work of [3] is a useful example of supplier develop-
ment process towards buyer-supplier relationship
performance. The concept of supply chain network is
a support for organizations to employ the available
resources in such a successful manner where business-
nesses focus on inter-organizational cooperation [34].

Therefore, several researchers have explained the
logic behind the supplier development and buyer-
supplier relationship factors of supplier selection and
supplier involvement in strategic decision making
and efficient supply chain separately [29–32] and
[33]. Reference [29] developed a performance mea-
surement system (PMS) in order to enhance supplier
relationship management activities in a successful
way. They argued that PMS supports to evaluate
the performance gap better which ultimately pro-
vides a platform in strategic decision making to meet
the challenges successfully. The efforts of supplier
development including capital and human resource
investments positively impact the relationship per-
formance of buyers and suppliers [48]. Consequent-
ly, this study develops and implements an integrat-
ed framework of supplier development activities to
buyer-supplier relationship development.

Transaction specific investments in education and
training and direct involvement of buyers and sup-
pliers in supplier development programs are a found-
dation of developing business relationships [14] and
[50]. Moreover, effective communication, long term
strategic goals and cooperation between buyers and
suppliers lead towards twofold benefits; 1) supplier
development, and 2) relationship development [11,
51] and [39]. In the same vein, supplier evaluation
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has a vital role in developing buyer-supplier relationships which demands careful evaluation of suppliers regularly. After careful and successful supplier evaluation, buyers can propose improvement requirements to gain and maintain competitive advantage. These efforts help suppliers not only to improve their competences but also develop a rationale of operational performance between them [52].

Similarly, developed trust between buyers and suppliers support them in supplier development programs to improve capabilities and in relationship specific investments. These efforts are classified as important actions in the literature of supply chain to improve the relationship performance [14]. Trust always resist the opportunism and increase the impact of buyer’s assets specificity in business relationships [48]. In result, they concluded with three dimensions of supplier development consequences; competitive advantage, supplier performance, and buyer-supplier relationship development.

Integration of buyers’ purchasing strategies with corporate competitive approaches establishes an environment of supplier development as well as competitive advantage. It includes; market acceptability, quality, cost and improved product development process. These factors are quite important in supplier development programs that lead towards relationship developments [53]. Likewise, [19] pointed out key competitive priorities; cost, quality, time and flexibility that result in competitive advantage for buying firms. They have stated that supplier commitment is another important factor for continuous performance improvement. In this way, [14] argued that suppliers will resist in relationship specific investments if buying firms do not show a potential interest for a relationship or investments. Thus, employed supplier development efforts for long term business relationships will create an opportunity for both buyers and suppliers to improve their capabilities and performances [20, 22] and [54].

Supply chain literature on buyer-supplier relationship and supplier development is fragmented and lacking because of missing link between the objectives of supplier development and business relationships. Reference [54] has also mentioned a research gap close to this research where differences exist in supplier development approaches and performance. The process of supplier development approaches and their objectives are missing towards developing relationships. Therefore, [21] mentioned the different short term but immediate and long term objectives of supplier development approaches and their effects in developing relationships. This study integrates and fills the research gap by not only combining the significant factors of supplier development efforts to relationship development but also validate the following extended research framework empirically.

The extended framework in Fig. 1 clarifies the process of current research. By extending the research framework provided by [3], this study provides an empirical evidence of validating the proposed research framework. In supplier development process, buyers and suppliers need to develop relationship focused investments and information sharing activities that will improve the performance in four key competencies (cost, quality, time, and flexibility) as well as supplier’s competency will be increased [55, 56] and [25]. All important factors of supplier development approaches are important in developing buyer-supplier relationships in supply chain networks. Integrated value creation requires actions from both buyers and suppliers to synchronize the collective competencies to develop the operations and relationship performance [21].

Fig. 1. Extended research framework of supplier development to buyer-supplier relationship.

Similarly, several studies have been published explaining the empirical outcomes of supplier development approaches towards improved buyer-supplier relationships through suppliers’ integration, collaborative product development and planning, and information system etc. [57–62] and [63]. Further, the results of supplier development approaches clearly demonstrate not only a positive impact on firm’s financial performance but also enhancing the operational competencies [61, 64] and [65]. Likewise, [1] argued that product oriented firms are more eager to implement supplier development approaches than service oriented. Communication, top management, supplier evaluation, and supplier strategic objectives are the key factor in the process of supplier development and buyer-supplier relationship development [61, 63, 64] and [10].

Supplier development approaches have been dominated in building deep supplier relationships. Reference [66] presented a detailed study of build-
Research design and methods

This study adopts exploratory case study as the methodological approach for the research where the purpose is to improve a detailed understanding of supplier development approaches and their implementations for buyer-supplier relationship development in the selected case [68, 69] and [70]. This study is based on extending the research framework provided by [3] by implementing in this case to find out how instigated supplier development approaches develop buyer-supplier relationships. Case study method is a suitable research method to employ when the research phenomenon is complex and challenging. Therefore, this method assists in this study to highlight the significant supplier development approaches in buyer-supplier development in a real world context [71, 68] and [70]. Thus, a case study is advantageous where the possibility of evolving accurate results extracted from data collection process to categorize supplier development approaches and strategies in development of business relationships [72] and [73].

The purpose of qualitative research is to comprehend the research field being studied [74]. Reference [75] has explained that inductive reasoning is a research method which is the most significant part of the research and starts a cluster of observations to develop theory or generalization. The deficiency of qualitative studies on this topic directed us to highlight the importance of question “how” and “what” factors effecting in supplier development and to identify the process of supplier development based on real practice [76]. This research design permits a comprehensive within case analysis to describe the generalizability level of evolving results [77].

A manufacturing Finnish case company and its key supplier were selected to acquire data related to supplier development approaches through interviews. The reason of selecting this case company and its supplier was a part of dynamic project of supplier development implemented in this case. This supplier produces capital products for the case company and purchasing volume is very high. A total of twenty interviews (11 from buyer, 9 from supplier) were conducted in 2013 from the top management of buyer and supplier to increase the richness of information. The respondents held top and mid-level positions in the firms including strategic managers, operation managers, and project managers who were directly involved in decision making and implementation. Semi-structured interview questionnaire including measurement substance of supplier development approaches was utilized to attain the comprehension from both buyers and suppliers [78]. Each interview lasted an average of 1–2 hour and conducted face-to-face with voice recording. It was transcribed later on to ensure high degree of reliability and traceability [72, 79] and [80]. This technique helped us to cover different functional areas with a different perspective of supplier development approaches and their impact on buyer-supplier relationship. By following the recommended process of [79] and [81], one author was truly engaged with data collection process throughout.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job title</th>
<th>No. of interviews</th>
<th>Approximate time of interview</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Buyer’s Interviews</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic Managers (Top management)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1:30 hours/ interview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational Managers</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>About 1 hour/ interview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier Development Managers</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2 hours/ interview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Supplier’s Interview</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top Management Team Members</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1:30 hours/ interview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational Managers</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1–2 hour/ interview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Propositions based on case analysis

The proposed supplier development framework is tested empirically in dynamic business environment. The case company is operating in engineering high technology business, where the main customers are global corporates. Business environment in case company is extremely dynamic where production load is fluctuating +/-30%, which means that supplier should be extremely flexible and agile. Case company has a wider suppliers network (50 suppliers approximately) in Europe and Asia. One of its key suppliers was chosen for this study where the case company implemented supplier development program. The propositions suggested in this study were derived from the in-depth case study and the most critical supplier development approaches in buyer-supplier relationship were identified.

Supplier assessment

Supplier assessment is a significant part of supplier development program [4]. The most common phase in supplier assessment is when the relationship between buyer and supplier get formulated. In this case, this key supplier was evaluated using supplier evaluation process including the evaluation of its technical capabilities, quality, and delivery performance. Quality of the delivery was the most important criteria in supplier assessment process because of case company’s high market integrity. Acceptance certification was provided to communicate their expectations to supplier after fulfilling all the required standards. Continuous supplier evaluation and feedback for supplier’s awareness of performance and case company’s expectations are ensured. Top management respondents from both (buyer and supplier) were convinced about the importance of constructive feedback in supplier development program. Discussion with respondents from buyer and supplier reveals that

“... feedback and certification are extremely important for supplier assessment to develop the operational competency, performance and process development. Moreover, it provides a baseline to set standards for supplier’s improvements and operational knowledge transfer activities.”

Assessing current performance of suppliers provides enough knowledge about the development potential of supplier which in result enhances supplier development activities [4] and [26]. Similarly, in this case supplier assessment has been a resourceful action for continuous improvements in quality and production process. These activities help not only in developing suppliers and operations but also a significant source of relationship development. Trust likely stimulates and continuously improves supplier development process which has been seen in this case as one of the significance factors. It has found a very helpful tool for buyer in order to measure the supplier’s performance and to develop buyer-supplier relationship. The role of top management is quite crucial in this case. As one top manager of top management from buyer mentioned that:

“... supplier assessment always contributes in required performance outcomes for both buyer and supplier to build strong relationships with our supplier. Because this firm is our key supplier, we always are keen to launch such actions which ultimately enhance the coordination with suppliers to develop strategic long-term relationships.”

Moreover, evaluation and certification process implementation in buying firm create the opportunities to ensure the quality standards and a significant part of supplier development program. Discussion with respondents reveals the fact that this step stands first in supplier development program which eventually support in continuing the following steps but most importantly a baseline for relationship development. Accordingly:

**Proposition 1:** The stronger the supplier assessment including evaluation, certification, and feedback, the successful supplier development program implementation comes to an existence with a moderate impact on relationship development.

Competitive pressure

Competitive pressure is another significant tool in strategic supplier development approaches where firms utilize external forces to keep up the pressure on suppliers [40, 41] and [4]. This motivational and competitive factor helps in improving the supplier’s process competency and in extracting price benefits. In this case while implementing supplier development program, we found interesting and sensitive notions. Because the supplier is the key actor in buying firm’s operations, competitive pressure strategy was found in a negative association with buyer-supplier relationship development but only in favor of buyer. This approach keep supplier cost competitive and efficient in its operations as Project Manager from buyer mentioned that:

“...competitive pressure is one of the key approaches to keep suppliers cost competitiveness and efficiency. Practically, this means that there should be multiple suppliers which could deliver same component or sub assembly which will cause to keep the competition up and create the threat of switching situation for supplier.”
The competitive pressure was seen in the case company as well, which validates this approach well. Competitive pressure motivates supplier to develop its operational processes, production methods, supply chain management, operative efficiency, and customer service. These are the key standard requirements of case company from their supplier. In this case, there are two more suppliers who could deliver the same products to the firm. Therefore, it creates a threat of switching in buyer-supplier relationship environment and keep supplier motivated. Case company always communicates the resources of other suppliers to its key supplier in order to let its supplier keep engaged with required quality.

From buyer-supplier relationship aspect in this case, this strategy of supplier development negatively effects on relationship development. This interesting finding was revealed while talking to one of the management team members from supplier as he mentioned that:

“...threat of switching can demotivate our operations at the times and create reluctance between us, but we still try to do our best in fulfilling the requirements from buyer. Further, we have invested our resources for our potential buyer and want to do business for longer term.”

Even though, buying firm keeps developing its suppliers equally and measuring and evaluating their performances. Performance is monitored by utilizing the most significant measures; quality, cost, and punctuality. In this case, buying firm try to develop its key suppliers equally and introduce new technologies by knowledge transfer activities. The developed production and delivery process method by supplier is not shared with other supplier to keep them intact in improving their production and technological advances as well as to be cost competitive for buying firm. Moreover, during relationship with supplier, the cost efficiency has been developed enough which is an important evidence to show that competitive pressure in supplier development is very useful practical approach. Competitive pressure could develop buying firm and supplier relationship especially when supplier is confident that they are able to continue deep cooperation with buying firm. Therefore:

**Proposition 2:** Competitive pressure strategy including multiple suppliers and threats of switching in supplier development approaches positively effects in favor of buyer firm, but negatively impact buyer-supplier relationship development.

**Supplier incentive**

Supplier incentive is another significant supplier development strategy to keep the suppliers motivated which includes cost savings, recognition in increased volumes, and favorable status for future business [27, 67] and [4]. This case study is a successful example of implementing supplier incentives in order to gain competitive advantage and improved business relationship performance. Case company assists its key supplier by sharing knowledge to improve operational outcomes. Incentives have been found very successful strategy in knowledge transfer as well as positive performance improvement in this case. In discussion with buyer's top management, it reveals that:

“...supplier incentives ultimately provide us better operational performance from our key supplier and it keeps them motivated in improving their process and technological developments. We rate their performance accordingly and provide an opportunity and incentives in increased business volume.”

In the supplier development and buyer-supplier relationship framework, supplier incentives are increase volumes, favorable status for future business and recognition for improved performance. In this case study, the case company’s strategy is to grow their business volume with supplier every year, which means that the company is seeking to develop business relationship. Case company’s business volume has been increased already about 10–20% per year since the relationship started. This has been a significant motivator for supplier to develop their operational processes and keep cost efficiency up. Similarly, when the volume has been increased, the capacity utilization was more efficient which in result created cost efficiency.

Increased purchasing volume is very important approach in developing buyer-supplier relationship. Case company makes sure by giving a favorable status to its supplier for future business growth. Consequently, this strategy has been developed in this case study so that possibilities of incentives were provided to its supplier in order to develop buyer-supplier relationship performance. Recognitions from buying firms to its supplier made high business performance possible along with a longer term relationship. Moreover, this strategy has been seen a very useful tool in developing trust between buyer and supplier which in due course results in supplier development success and buyer-supplier relationship development. For the reason, supplier development project manager argued that:

“...recognition has been important for us to improve our operations towards buyer. This strategy is very useful and satisfied with our strategic goals which always motivate us to enhance the production and delivery quality continuously. Further, it allows
us to open up our capabilities in front of buyerto implement operational improvements accordingly.”

Thus, the analyzed supplier incentives strategy provides the following proposition:

**Proposition 3:** Continuous supplier incentives strategy enhances the business performance of both buyer and supplier. The most frequent supplier incentives strategy implements, the strongest buyer-supplier relationship will be developed.

**Direct involvement**

Direct involvement is the last and important step of our framework in supplier development strategies and transaction-specific supplier development [27] and [14]. Direct involvement from buyer plays a significant role not only in developing suppliers but also improves buyer-supplier relationship performance [20, 48] and [82]. This study includes site visits, supplier training, and investments as supplier development strategies to implement supplier development program. While implementing direct involvement strategy in this particular supplier development program, it was found that buyer acted proactively and directly in these activities to show up their interests in developing supplier for better performance. Investments in supplier operations by buyer made supplier more committed towards the required operational quality. It also supports supplier’s potential to enhance their operational competency which made a win-win situation for both buyer and supplier. Operational manager from buyer highlighted the importance of direct involvement in following statement:

“...our direct involvement provides an opportunity to supplier to think in combined strategic way which in result demonstrates the commitment from both parties. This kind of activities always cause in developing longer term business relationship. Supplier’s site visits have significant value in our operations because of the nature of product our supplier provide.”

Site visits are important especially when ready-made product are produced in the supplier production facility and the quality assurance of readymade products are done in suppliers premises. During the site visits, production process was evaluated visually and developed according to the feedback. This case demonstrate frequent supplier’s site visit (at least once in a month) to follow agreed development activities in order to develop the whole supply chain. Supplier training is another important part of direct involvement from buyer to integrate supplier and enhance the relationship trust. In many cases, suppliers which produce ready products are small and medium sized companies. They do not usually have enough resources to organize specialized trainings for their employees; buyer therefore plays an extremely important role here. Consequently, discussion with a top management member from supplier reveals that:

“...training is extremely important in our operations which support us to fulfil the required quality and operational performance by buyer. Supplier training is done in many ways for example; technological training and process quality training which is resourceful in developing our performance. Buyer organizes the resources for training and all the related employees participate to learn different operational innovations and technologies.”

One very intensive training was “lean training” organized by buyer in this case which was a tailor-made project for supplier to develop production processes and increase performance. Typical investments have also been made in production for example machining centers tools and measurement systems in this case company to enhance the production efficiency. These investments are a significant part in developing collaboration with supplier which in result enhances the relationship performance. It could be stated that buyer-supplier relationship is developed well during activities like site visits, supplier training, and investments for the suppliers. Accordingly:

**Proposition 4:** The higher the direct involvement activities by buyer are, the higher chances of supplier development success are along with a positive impact on buyer-supplier relationship development.

Table 2 summarizes the results of this study and highlights the most interesting findings. It clearly demonstrates the impact of supplier development determinants on supplier development program implementation and buyer-supplier relationship. The results in Table 2 indicate that implementing supplier development programs, supplier assessment activities are the prerequisites in providing opportunities to evaluate supplier continuously in order to kick start a successful supplier development project along with competitive advantage. This finding is consistent with [4] where they found it the most important factor for undertaking operational knowledge transfer activities. On the other hand, it has a moderate impact on developing buyer-supplier relationship because of being a prerequisite in supplier development program. Similarly, competitive pressure keeps the supplier intact with the required quality and production efficiency. The results posit that competitive pressures are in favor of buying firm to keep their supplier motivated toward quality and competency and can be an important part of supplier develop-
ment. However, because of threats of switching, it negatively influences buyer-supplier relationship development.

Table 2
Supplier development strategies and their impact on SD and BSR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supplier development strategies</th>
<th>Impact on supplier development project</th>
<th>Impact on buyer-supplier relationship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supplier Assessment</td>
<td>Successfully implemented with positive impact on SD</td>
<td>Moderate impact on BSR development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competitive Pressure</td>
<td>Successfully implemented with positive impact on SD</td>
<td>Negative impact on BSR development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier Incentives</td>
<td>Successfully implemented with positive impact on SD</td>
<td>Highly Positive impact on BSR development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct Involvement</td>
<td>Successfully implemented with positive impact SD</td>
<td>Highly positive impact on BSR development</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Moreover, supplier incentives in current supplier development programs have been perceived interestingly positive from both buyer and supplier. Supplier appreciated the effort of incentives made by buyer and highlighted as an important prerequisite for buyer-supplier relationship development. It does not only keep supplier motivated towards quality and operational competency but also motivate them to cooperate in any case. A high impact on buyer-supplier relationship was seen, which demonstrate the importance of this factor in supplier development program. Lastly, direct involvement from buyer in supplier development program has been seen quite important in current case study. Top management’s strategic involvement in supplier development results in longer term relationships and commitments and tacit knowledge transfer. This result is consistent with [10] and [4] who found the top management involvement/direct involvement strongly effecting longer term commitment. In our case, it implemented successfully in supplier development program and provided a strong support in developing business relationship.

Therefore, the analysis indicates that direct involvement and supplier incentives are the strong strategies of supplier development program which have a strong positive impact on developing business relationship. Although, supplier assessment moderately effect relationship development, it strongly effect in supplier development implementation. Competitive pressure has interestingly become a complex determinant of supplier development in our framework implementation where case company needs to undertake it seriously to come up with the most suitable solution to gain competitive advantage.

Conclusions and findings

Supplier development and buyer supplier relationship development are dominant in today’s global and dynamic business environment. Buying firms are keen to develop long-term relationships with their business partners to overcome the challenges posed by current market environment. In this scenario, practitioners are more focused towards cost minimization to improve the competitiveness by developing proper supplier integrations’ projects. For the purpose, this study focused on implementing a unique combined framework of supplier development strategies to develop buyer-supplier relationship. Four significant supplier development strategies (i.e. supplier assessment, competitive pressure, supplier incentives, and direct involvement) were empirically tested and verified in order to develop business relationship with an in-depth case study methodology. The results of our case study supported the theory based supplier development research framework.

Supplier development is a strategic process followed by buying firms to develop their key suppliers in order to enhance the punctuality, shorten lead times, and operational quality and to decrease total cost of ownership. Therefore, this empirical case study research results in a developed framework of supplier development being tested and validated based on extensive literature review. The research tested a supplier development framework providing numerous strategic in-sights concerning how implementing supplier development strategies result in developing buyer-supplier relationship. The findings reveal that supplier development strategies are significant strategic tools to develop buyer-supplier relationships and increase the supplier’s performance and capabilities. Most interestingly, supplier incentives and direct involvement were found as strategic significant strategies for overwhelming business relationship. Suggested framework along with propositions is a unique combination of useful solutions for tactical and strategic management’s decision making and also valid for academic researchers to develop supplier development theories.

Organizations always strive to construct effective and competitive supply chain networks by enhancing the competency and operational quality of their key suppliers [4]. Similarly, implementing supplier devel-
opment strategies develop operational performance of suppliers which in return supports the buyer’s successful and effective supply base. Top management role of buyer and supplier in implementing supplier development strategies acts as a significant facilitator in trust building. This permits both buyer and supplier to share important information to achieve their business objectives and to develop the operational capabilities. Moreover, supplier evaluation is a significant determinant of supplier development program which allows firms to keep the supplier’s operations consistent according to their required operational competency. Consequently, by implanting all the determinants of supplier development intact, buyer-supplier relationship is developed along with their operational performance. In addition, both parties’ willingness and interest in supplier development program is an important facilitator which ultimately create opportunities to improve operational and relationship performance.

This study provides a unique research framework along with empirical evidence. It contributes in provision of two-folded competitive advantage: successful supplier development implementation and developed buyer-supplier relationship. Firms that successfully progress implement supplier development strategies in order to attain several benefits: cost efficiency, continuous quality progress, better customer services, improved delivery performance, and reduced product cycle time [10]. Therefore, this study provides a combined framework of strategies to cope with these crucial operational achievements. Furthermore, this study provides an in-sight of supplier development strategies and their impact on suppliers while implementing. Most interestingly, their impact on developing buyer-supplier relationship is presented.

Further research

Further research should focus on considering in-depth investigation of trust and communication factors along with the proposed supplier development approaches in a global business environment. The propositions developed in our study need to be investigated further whether these are generally applicable to other dynamic business environment. Moreover, this study represents a single manufacturing case in Finland only. It will be interesting to apply these propositions in several cases across the Finland and in other industrial settings. It will provide an opportunity to analyze how supplier development strategies influence buyer-supplier relationship in different industry contexts. Further studies can interestingly find out whether firms can build up strong relationships with their suppliers using these supplier development approaches, and if such improvements need further stages and factors. All in all, our study has presented that supplier development approaches include critical strategies exposing at the same time new opportunities for additional qualitative and quantitative research.
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